
Insurance Appraisals and Reserve Studies
Overview and Discussion



Insurance Appraisals
Commercial properties should base their property/casualty insurance on an insurance appraisal:

Avoid liability for the general manager and the insurance agent

Correct amount for the insurance policy, avoidance of being over- or underinsured

A good appraiser will include a complete inventory of all buildings and their features

Regular updates recognize construction cost increases

In a loss scenario having an insurance appraisal on file, will ease the adjusting process

Protect your investment



Insurance Appraisals
Ordinance of Law: Replacement Value “AS-IS” versus “UP-TO-CODE”:

Replacement value as-is or as-built estimates the cost to rebuild the property in its current condition.

Property casualty insurance is always based on the as-built condition

The question is: can you rebuild after a total loss with the funds you will receive from your insurance?

- Depends on the age of the building

- Depends on the base flood elevation

- Depends on the location seaward or landward of the CCCL



Insurance Appraisals
“UP-TO-CODE” Example:

Up-to-code requirements for a Country Club building, 40 years old, in a flood zone:

Depending on the flood plain, the building might have to be rebuild elevated

Class A commercial building with a certain size (SF) and person capacity will require sprinklers

Impact resistant openings (doors and windows)

Codes for utilities (plumbing, fire safety, HVAC, electric) have changed and will require a variety of upgrades

Commercial kitchens will have to be rebuild to today’s standards, which can be very expensive



Insurance Appraisals
What should an insurance appraisal contain in regard to Ordinance of Law:

Insurable value as-built

Insurable value up-to-code

The difference between the two, will be the required Ordinance of Law

When you order your next insurance appraisal, define the scope of work in 
the RFP to receive the correct work product



Insurance Appraisals
Difference between Flood and Wind/Casualty Insurance:

When properties are located in flood zones, the buildings should be insured for flood and wind/casualty.

Here is the difference:

Flood insurance considers the entire building from the substructure 
(foundation or piles) to the rooftop.

Wind/Casualty insurance excludes the foundation and a small portion of 
electric and plumbing which is embedded in the foundation.



Insurance Appraisals
How can you find your flood zone and base flood elevation?
FEMA website: https://msc.fema.gov/portal/home

This panel ranges 
from Zone AE with 
11’ BFE to Zone VE 
with 14’BFE



Insurance Appraisals
Can and should an insurance appraiser include FF&E?

…it depends…

What is the scope of work determined by the commercial property owner?

Is the appraiser experienced with FF&E?

Normally FF&E is not included in the real estate portion of the insurance policy

Does your insurance agent recommend or require an FF&E appraisal?

A good compromise is:

Provide the appraiser with your FF&E asset list as basis for the inclusion of FF&E in the appraisal



Reserve Studies
Be prepared for major replacement with a capital reserve study looking 30 years into the future

Major components depend on the size of the building:

Roof
Exterior Paint and Waterproofing

Concrete Restoration

Plumbing Stacks (buildings over two stories)

Lateral plumbing

Pumps, motors and other equipment

HVAC

Electric

Commercial kitchen (at least once in a 30-year study)

Interior remodel to keep up with market standards and guest expectations

Site improvements, such as golf course, marina, landscaping, irrigation, roads, pavers, tennis, pools, etc. 



Reserve Studies

$$ Example for Yacht Club with Marina:

Total assets recognized in the reserve study: about $6,000,000
Does NOT include the building structures, just the items which will have to be replaced over time!

About $500,000 in the bank for reserves

Pooled Funding requirement: $320,000/year

Straight-line Funding: $665,000/year

How do you justify a member contribution of that magnitude without a capital plan?



Reserve Studies
Can you plan for additions, new buildings, and expansions of sport and recreation areas?

If you know you will be growing, you could reserve for a “building fund”, which can be for a variety of uses

Having specific plans with a construction budget, a reserve study can help plan the financing in the near future

If the hotel or club needs financing for the construction, a reserve study will support your loan application 
and/or your increase in membership dues



Reserve Studies
Interior finishes, such as paint, flooring, wall paper, suspended ceiling. Can these components be 
estimated exactly and is it useful?

Too many components make the reserve study convoluted
If the hotel or club uses straight-line funding, working with lumpsums allows for cross utilizing

Separate components for interior paint, wallpaper, carpet, tiles, wood flooring, ceiling tiles, etc. and all 
that for each single room will overload the reserve study.

Interior remodel allowance for the entire club can make it much easier

Does the same thought works for hotels?

Depending on the size of the hotel, the reserve study needs to single out hotel rooms (usually 
done in phases by floors) and common areas such as lounge/reception area, restaurant/bar and 
other areas.



Reserve Studies

So what about FF&E?

Same as in the discussion about insurance appraisals…it depends…

What is the scope of work determined by the commercial property owner?

Is the reserve consultant experienced with FF&E?

A good compromise is:

Provide the consultant with your FF&E asset list as basis for the inclusion of FF&E in the reserve study



Reserve Studies
What about special equipment, machinery, golf courses, marinas?

Same as in the discussion before…it depends…

What is the scope of work determined by the commercial property owner?

Is the reserve consultant experienced with special equipment?

A good compromise is:
Provide the consultant with your machinery asset list as basis for the inclusion in the reserve study
The consultant should also work with your maintenance supervisor to evaluate e.g. the cost of replacement of 
greens, marina components, diesel and gas supply stations, etc.

A good reserve consultant cannot know every cost, and has to rely on third party professional’s 
opinion and cost estimates. We are not painters, roofers and golf course builders…

“Sometimes knowing what you don’t know is more important than knowing what you know.”



Reserve Studies
What $$ amount should be the threshold between operating expense and reserve expense:

…it depends…

…on the size of the property and on the budget.

How much do you expense w/o thinking about it, or more precise, how much can you 
write a check for w/o asking your ownership or employer?

Also, quantity counts: if your landscaping consists of 100 sprinkler heads, we would 
certainly not consider it under reserves, but if your landscaping has 10,000 sprinkler 
heads, we sure would.



Reserve Studies
How often should you update a reserve study:

When using pooled funding, every year
Remember, pooling reserves is not a very conservative way of funding and therefore needs annual attention
Best time to do it: About 2-3 months before the budget season starts

When using straight-line funding, I would suggest every three years, if….
The hotel/club does not deviate from the replacement schedule
The reserve contribution is followed as indicated in the reserve study



Reserve Studies
What information will the reserve consultant require?

Financials:
Expected funds in the bank by the end of the fiscal year
Contribution to the reserve account during the last fiscal years to establish a base line
Interest/APR for your reserve accounts

Documents:
Construction plans
Construction budgets for future plans
Past invoices for major replacement

Schedule:
Date-in-service of all major components
e.g. when was the roof replaced, last paint job, HVAC replacement schedule, etc.



Thank you for attending this seminar !

Visit us at:

www.staeblerappraisal.com
941-705-0123


